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Summary
There has been an “affective revolution” in organizational behavior since the mid-1990s,
focusing initially on moods and affective dispositions. The past decade has seen a further shift
toward investigating the complex roles played by discrete emotions in the workplace. Discrete
emotions such as fear, anger, boredom, love, gratitude, and pride each have their own appraisal
antecedents, subjective experiences, and action tendencies which prepare people respond to their
current situation. Emotions have intrapersonal effects on the person experiencing them in terms
of attention, motivation, creativity, information processing and judgement, and well-being. Some
emotions also have characteristic voice tones or facial expressions (e.g. disgust is universally
shown by raising the upper lip and wrinkling the nose bridge) that serve the interpersonal
function of communicating one’s state to interaction partners. For this reason, emotions are
integral to social processes in organizations such as leadership, teamwork, negotiation, and
customer service. The effects of emotions on behavior can be complex and context-dependent
rather than straightforwardly mechanistic. Individuals may regulate the emotions they
experience, the extent to which they display what they feel, and the actions they choose in
response to how they feel.
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Research has tended to focus on negative emotions (such as anger or anxiety) and their
potential negative effects (e.g. aggression or avoidance), whereas in fact negative emotions can
have positive consequences at times. Discrete positive emotions have been relatively ignored in
organizational research, though feeling and expressing positive emotions often (but not always)
have positive consequences. There is considerable scope for investigating the ways that specific
discrete emotions are experience, regulated, expressed, and acted upon in organizational life.
There may also be a case for intentional efforts by organizations and employees to increase the
occurrence of positive emotions at work in a variety of ways.
(End of summary. Main document follows.)

For many years emotions in the workplace were ignored altogether, or regarded as
irrational and hence having no place in organizations which were thought to be bastions of
rationality, or considered merely a source of annoying unreliability in the reporting of more
stable work attitudes and perceptions. This has been changing over the past four decades. In
1983, Hochschild’s book The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling introduced
the concept of emotional labor, in which employees are required to display prescribed emotions
to customers whether or not they genuinely feel those emotions. Subsequent papers by Pekrun
and Frese (1992) on emotions in work and achievement, Ashforth and Humphey (1995), and
especially Weiss and Cropanzano’s (1996) chapter introducing Affective Events Theory, kickstarted research on affect at work. By 2003, Barsade, Brief, and Spataro were writing about an
“affective revolution in organizational behavior,” and the pace of research has accelerated
substantially since then (e.g. Elfenbein, 2007).
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Much of the early work on affect in organizations focused on mood, defined by the
dimensions of hedonic tone (pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (high to low). More recently,
research has extended to short-lived discrete emotional experiences such as anger, boredom, and
gratitude. Emotions have specific targets (one is angry about something, or feels love for a
particular person) and most emotions have action tendencies that orient individuals to operate on
the target of the emotion (e.g., approach in the case of love). The next section draws on social
psychology to briefly describe what emotions are, the functions they serve, and in general how
they influence behavior. I will then turn to a more specific examination of the role and impacts
of emotions in organizations, review research related to a sample of discrete emotions relevant to
the workplace, describe how individuals regulate and/or express emotions at work, and consider
implications for future research including intentional efforts to increase the experience of
positive emotions while working.
What are Emotions and How Do They Work?
An emotion is an organized system of feelings, physiological responses, bodily
expressions, and action tendencies that flow from an almost instantaneous appraisal of a current
situation’s relevance to the individual (Scherer, 2005). The primary appraisal includes a quick
assessment of whether an event is relevant to the perceiver and if so, whether it is good or bad
for their goals. A more detailed secondary appraisal of the specific cause, degree of threat or
benefit, certainty, coping potential, and so on results in the experience of a particular discrete
emotion (Lazarus, 1991; Smith & Ellsworth, 1985). For instance, fear is felt in connection with
appraisals of very high uncertainty and high external control and unpleasantness. Emotions
provide a read-out of one’s current state of affairs, such that positive emotions indicate that
things are going well and negative emotions indicate a problematic situation. The functional
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approach to emotions holds that emotions evolved to serve adaptive purposes by interrupting
ongoing activities, redirecting attention, and leading to a reprioritization of goals so that a current
problem can be addressed. Emotions also prepare and motivate a coordinated response to that
problem (Keltner & Gross, 1999), with different discrete emotions guiding responses to different
kinds of problems (Lench, Flores, & Bench, 2011). For instance, fear prepares one mentally and
physiologically for escape, and anger prepares one to engage with the source of goal blockage.
Socially functional emotions, such as embarrassment, shame, disgust, anger, gratitude, and love,
also communicate internal states to others and guide interpersonal interactions (e.g. Van Kleef,
2014).
Valence. While emotions contain much more information than valence alone, positive or
negative valence is the most fundamental differentiator between different emotions (e.g. Shaver,
Schwartz, Kirson, & O’Connor, 1987). Negative emotions have historically attracted
considerably more research attention than positive ones. Negative states such as depression and
stress and emotions such as anger and fear are highly relevant to individual mental health as well
as to society and thus have been extensively studied by clinical and social psychologists. Lexical
analyses show that there are more words in the English language for negative emotions than for
positive emotions (e.g. Averill, 1980). In lists of the “basic emotions” considered universal,
negative emotions substantially outnumber positive ones (Ortony & Turner, 1990). A case in
point is Izard’s list (1977), with joy and interest being positive and all the rest being negative
(fear, anger, disgust, contempt, distress, guilt, shame). In an extensive cluster analysis of natural
categories and prototypes of emotion concepts, Shaver et al. (1987) confirmed that there are
more distinct ways to feel bad than to feel good. While experiencing positive emotions is more
common than negative emotions and most people feel at least a little positive most of the time
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(the “positivity offset,” Diener & Diener, 1996), we know that “bad is stronger than good” in the
case of emotions and their effects (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001).
Because they are less common, negative emotions are more distinctive and memorable than
positive emotions. They also tend to be longer lasting, more intense, and generally more
problematic. This may be because negative emotions and the situations that trigger them are less
expected, often imply a violation of norms or values, threaten important goals, and are more
likely to require a specific response (e.g. Thomas & Diener 1990).
Only in the last two decades have psychologists turned substantial attention to positive
emotions, flourishing, and vibrant well-being rather than the reduction of negative emotions,
stress, illness, and disease. The various positive emotions have more similar appraisal structures
and less distinctive physiological signatures than the negative emotions, though some are
empirically discriminable (De Rivera, Possell, Verette, & Weiner, 1989; Hu & Kaplan, 2015).
Positive emotions signal that things are going well and consequently have less clear or urgent
action tendencies, but they do serve a purpose. In her Broaden and Build model, Fredrickson
(1998) suggests that the positive emotions of joy, interest, contentment, and love serve the
adaptive function of broadening an individual's momentary thought-action repertoire. This may
result in creativity, exploration, and general approach tendencies that build intellectual and social
resources, thereby enhancing resilience for the future. Further, the experience of positive
emotions may fuel upward spirals of well-being and serve to “undo” the effects of stress and
negative emotions. I will contend that positive emotions deserve more attention in
organizational behavior research, and that organizations and individuals may benefit from
consciously cultivating the more frequent experience of positive emotions.
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Emotions and behavior. While emotions of both valences have action tendencies, they do
not directly cause a specific behavior in a deterministic or hardwired process. Strong emotions
may sometimes provoke impulsive action, but often action tendencies are moderated and
responses chosen more carefully. In fact, the same emotion may have quite different behavioral
effects depending on individual and situational differences (e.g. Tai, Narayanan, & McAllister,
2012). Baumeister, Vohs, DeWall, and Zhang (2007) point out that emotions do not
automatically cause behavior, as in “fear makes you flee.” Rather, emotions trigger a more
contextually sensitive process resulting in action. They suggest that “behavior pursues
emotion…people act on the basis of anticipated emotions rather than current ones” (Baumeister
et al., 2007, p. 195). For instance, Brown and McConnell (2011) showed that anticipated
emotions about how one would feel if they didn’t reach a goal predicted goal-directed action.
Van der Schalk, Kuppens, Bruder, and Manstead (2015) showed that anticipated regret reduced
unfair treatment of others. In a work context, Grant and Wrzesniewski (2010) demonstrated that
anticipated guilt and gratitude mediated the relationship between core self-evaluations and
performance for employees high on other orientation. It may be most appropriate to think of
emotions as the fuel, affect regulation as the brakes, and cognition, including thoughts about
anticipated emotions, as the steering wheel guiding action tendencies (except when rocket fuel
has been ignited).
Why Study Emotions in Organizations?
Emotions are pervasive in work organizations. First, organizations are populated by people,
and people can’t help having emotions about things which matter to them. Organizations are
achievement settings in which goal pursuit and professional identity often matter deeply, so
emotions follow (Fisher, 2008; Pekrun & Frese, 1992). Organizations are also social settings in
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which individuals work with peers, bosses, subordinates, and customers. These relationships can
go well or poorly and matter to people, so again, emotions are experienced. Finally, as pointed out
by Ashkanasy and Dorris (2017), while emotions occur at the individual level and fluctuate within
person over time, they also have relevance for higher levels of analysis in organizations. Both
parties’ emotions are central to dyadic processes in leadership, negotiation, conflict, and customer
service. Individuals’ emotions may aggregate to create group level phenomena such as group
affective tone (Barsade & Knight, 2015; Collins, Lawrence, Troth, & Jordan, 2013; George &
King, 2007; Menges & Kilduff, 2015). At the organizational level, there may be a characteristic
affective climate that sets norms for the experience and expression of emotions in that organization
(Parke & Seo, 2017). Although emotions can be studied at multiple levels, the remainder of this
chapter will focus on the person level where emotions are generated and experienced in real time.
In this regard, it seems reasonable to begin by presenting Weiss and Cropanzano’s (1996)
Affective Events Theory, which was instrumental in stimulating the recent outpouring of research
on mood and emotions in the workplace.
Affective Events Theory
Weiss and Cropanzano’s (1996) Affective Events Theory (AET) drew attention to the real
time nature and causes of emotions (and moods) at work. They shifted the focus from stable
work environment features such as job design to the more immediate level of specific affective
events such as an accomplishment, an incident of feedback, an interaction with another person, a
goal blockage of some sort, etc. (e.g. Basch & Fisher, 2000; Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman,
1959; Ohly & Schmitt, 2015). Work environment features may predispose the more or less
frequent occurrence of certain affective events, but it is the event itself that triggers the appraisal
process and the real-time experience of an emotion. The emotion may sometimes lead to fairly
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spontaneous affect driven behavior as the individual reacts to the immediate situation and the
way they are feeling at the moment. Examples of such spontaneous acts may include helping or
counterproductive work behavior, among others. Over time, emotions experienced in connection
with a succession of work events are hypothesized to cumulate to influence more stable attitudes
such as job satisfaction and organizational commitment, and these in turn predict judgement
driven behavior such as turnover. There is some support for many of the ideas put forward in
Affective Events Theory (e.g., Fisher 2002; Wegge, Dick, Fisher, West, & Dawson, 2006; Weiss
& Beal, 2005).
An elaboration of AET was proposed by Veiga, Baldridge, and Markoczy (2014). They
were speculating specifically about how a series of affective events involving the emotion of
envy might cumulate to more intense feelings of envy over time, but their ideas should
generalize to any emotion. They suggest that if there is a history of prior events in the
workplace, each of which has evoked the same emotion, a schema is created and is increasingly
accessible. This means that a future event of a similar nature is likely to be quickly appraised
and give rise to the same emotion but with greater intensity and consequently a stronger response
than the current affective event alone might seem to warrant.
Effects of Emotions in Organizations
Emotions clearly have hedonic relevance to the person experiencing them, both
immediately and cumulatively in terms of health and well-being (Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener,
2005). They also have impacts on individual behavior and interpersonal relationships. It is often
assumed that positive and negative emotions have symmetrical consequences, with positively
valent emotions producing positive consequences and negatively valent emotions producing
negative consequences. While this may often be true, there are many examples of asymmetrical
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effects (Lindebaum & Jordan, 2014; Lindebaum, Jordan, & Morris, 2016; Van Knippenberg &
Van Kleef, 2016). For instance, Lebel (2017) discusses when fear and anger may stimulate
proactivity resulting in functional outcomes for individuals and organizations. Ilies, Peng,
Savani, and Dimotakis (2013) demonstrate that guilt induced by feedback about counterproductive work behavior enhances subsequent organizational citizenship behavior. The effects
of emotions and their expression are wide-ranging, complex, and contingent. The following
sections briefly describe the roles emotions may play in a variety of workplace domains.
Emotions and decision making. There is a considerable literature on affective biases and
heuristics in decision making (e.g. Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2007). More recently
attention has turned to the way that specific emotions might influence decision making beyond
simple valence or arousal effects. Lerner, Li, Valdesolo, and Kassam (2015) review the nascent
but growing literature on emotions in decision making and judgment and conclude that,
“emotions constitute potent, pervasive, predictable, sometimes harmful and sometimes beneficial
drivers of decision making…via changes in (a) content of thought, (b) depth of thought, and (c)
content of implicit goals…” (p. 816). The valence of current emotions, whether or not they are
relevant to and flowing from the decision task at hand, may be taken as information about the
advisability or otherwise of the decision. The appraisal dimensions most salient to a recently
experienced emotion, e.g., other blame in the case of anger or uncertainty in the case of fear, as
well as the action tendencies for that emotion, e.g. attack in the case of anger, escape/avoid in the
case of fear, may color perceptions of an unrelated decision problem. In addition, aspects of the
emotion can influence whether automatic/heuristic processing or systematic processing is used in
making the decision. At this point in time, we know relatively little about how real-time
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emotions might influence or bias decision making in organizational settings, but it seems likely
that they do.
Emotions and sensemaking. Sensemaking is the process by which individuals create
meaning in the uncertain or ambiguous situations often found in organizations. Maitlis, Vogus,
and Lawrence (2013) suggest that emotions might play important roles at three stages in the
sensemaking process. First, emotions may help initiate sensemaking. Sensemaking occurs when
there is a surprising or unexpected event or result that does not fit the current mental model. The
emotions that arise from this discrepancy, particularly if they are negative and relatively intense,
are likely to both attract attention to the need for sensemaking and provide the energy to engage
in this demanding cognitive activity. Second, emotions experienced during sensemaking may
influence results by the kind of cognitive processing they trigger. Positive emotions often result
in more flexible and generative thinking, whereas negative emotions stimulate careful and
critical thinking. Specific emotions may also condition whether sense making is conducted
socially or alone. Emotions like shame are especially likely to result in solitary sensemaking.
Third, emotions may help inform sensemakers of when their new model makes enough sense – if
it resonates with the emotions they are current feeling and appears to provide a useful guide to
applying that emotion’s action tendency, sensemaking may cease.
Emotions and leadership. Leadership represents an interpersonal relationship between
the leader and individual followers or between the leader and a group. The relationship often has
high importance for all parties, so it is not surprising that it is emotionally charged and that felt
and expressed emotions are critical to the relationship on both sides. The importance of positive
emotions in charismatic, transformational, and authentic leadership has long been appreciated,
and the past decade has seen an explosion of research on emotions in leadership and followership
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(see Van Knippenberg and Van Kleef (2016) and Humphrey, Burch, & Adams (2016) for recent
reviews). Sample topics include how the expression of specific emotions by leaders contributes
to the perception of leadership (e.g. Eberly & Fong, 2013), how leaders can intentionally induce
or regulate emotional experiences among followers (e.g. Kaplan, Cortina, Ruark, LaPort, &
Nicolaides, 2014; Thiel, Connelly, & Griffith, 2012), how leader emotional displays affect
subordinate motivation, engagement, and performance (e.g. Koning & Van Kleef, 2015; Visser,
Van Knippenberg, Van Kleef, & Wisse, 2013), how emotions play out in the formation of
leader-member exchange relationships (e.g. Cropanzano, Dasborough, & Weiss, 2017), how
emotions are involved in poor leader-member relationships in the form of spirals of abusive
supervision (e.g. Oh & Farh, 2017), and the complex contingencies governing effective leader
emotional expression (e.g. Jordan & Lindebaum, 2015; Rothman & Melwani, 2017).
Emotions and negotiation. Research on the role of emotions in negotiation is increasing
(e.g., Martinovski, 2015; Overbeck, Neale, & Govan, 2010; Sinaceur, Van Kleef, Neale, Adam,
& Haag, 2011). Issues involve the emotions felt by the parties, as well as their expressive
displays (be they authentic or strategic), and the impact on negotiating outcomes. Emotions
impact negotiators’ cognitions and inferences about the other party’s trustworthiness, motives
and willingness to make concessions. Anger and happiness are frequently studied (e.g. Allred,
Mallozzi, Matsui, & Raia, 1997; Van Kleef & Côté, 2007); other emotions beginning to attract
research in a negotiation context include disappointment, regret, fear, anxiety, and guilt. Positive
emotions have been relatively neglected in the negotiation context, though the evidence suggests
that they facilitate agreement, trust, and a longer-term relationship between the parties (see
Olekalns and Druckman, 2014, for a review).
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Emotional labor. Emotional labor occurs when employees modify or suppress the
emotions they are feeling in order to display the emotions mandated by the organization, often in
a customer service setting. This concept has attracted a great deal of research since 1990, and a
review of the antecedents, processes, and outcomes of emotional labor is provided by Grandey
and Gabriel (2015). Historically, two responses to organizational display rules have been studied
in the emotional labor literature. One is deep acting, which occurs when employees change how
they feel so that they can deliver the desired (usually positive) demeanour to customers, e.g.,
perhaps thinking of a happy event or trying to take the customer’s perspective to create positive
emotions and thus facilitate the delivery of friendly and helpful service. The second is surface
acting, in which employees do not change their underlying (usually negative) emotions but
attempt to suppress their display and fake the (usually positive) demeanour expected by the
employer. Employees who surface act may experience emotional dissonance.
Meta-analyses suggest that surface acting is generally detrimental to employee well-being
(Hülsheger & Schewe, 2011; Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2013). This would be expected from the
more general literature on emotion regulation, which suggests that suppression of negative
emotions is often harmful (Chervonsky & Hunt, 2017). Evidence for the organizational
outcomes of emotional labor for service provider performance and customer reactions are
somewhat weaker. Expressing positive (or supressing negative) emotions may improve
customer service perceptions by emotional contagion to the customer as well as by providing
cues about the quality and motivations of the organization or the service provider. Genuine or
deep acted (versus surfaced acted) positive emotional expressions seem to amplify these
desirable effects (Grandey and Gabriel, 2015).
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The single-minded focus on deep versus surface acting as stressors in emotional labor
research has recently begun to broaden. First, because the vast majority of research on emotional
labor has been in situations with positive emotion display rules, employees who report engaging
in surface acting are those who initially felt and continue to feel negative emotions. The
apparent adverse effects of surface acting on well-being may flow at least as much from feeling
negative emotions as from acting to suppress the display of those emotions (Semmer, Messerli,
& Tschan, 2016). Second, Grandey and Melloy (2017) point out that there is an alternative to
acting – the authentic expression of emotion by employees who genuinely feel positive and
display these positive emotions to customers without the use of any intervening emotion
regulation strategy. Third, Humphrey, Ashforth, and Diefendorff (2015) suggest a bright side to
emotional labor. They marshal evidence that it is healthy and satisfying for employees to display
positive emotions, whether deep acted or authentic. These advances suggest the need for more
research on how to help employees feel authentic positive emotions so there is less need to act.
Discrete Emotions in Organizations
We have seen that emotions are implicated in a wide range of organizational processes. I
will now turn to a discussion of some specific emotions that may be relevant in organizations.
While anger and boredom in the workplace have been fairly well studied, a number of other
discrete emotions have attracted less attention but have the potential to generate useful insights
relevant to behavior, performance, and well-being. Positive emotions have been particularly
overlooked. Hu and Kaplan (2015) note the generally positive relationships between positive
affect and desirable outcomes both in life and at work, but suggest that it is time to go beyond
positive affect to discrete positive emotions which have unique antecedents and outcomes. They
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discuss and theorize about three such emotions likely to be common and impactful at work:
pride, interest, and gratitude. These and others will be discussed below.
Pride. “Pride is a self-focused positive emotion triggered by appraisals of the self’s
success, status, and competence” (Horberg, Kraus, & Keltner, 2013, p. 24). Pride may be based
on a private self-appraisal of performance or competence, or on recognition or public praise from
others. There is a considerable literature on pride in social psychology, but relatively little
research on pride in the organizational behavior literature. This is surprising because
organizations are settings in which achievement is often evaluated and rewarded, and job
performance/competence is integral to many employees’ self-concepts. In fact, pride was the
second most frequently experienced workplace emotion (behind joy) in a survey of sales people
(Verbeke, Belschak, & Bagozzi, 2004). As discussed below, pride has intrapersonal effects on
motivation and persistence as well as interpersonal effects on those observing a display of pride.
There appear to be two distinct types of pride, with different appraisal structures and
effects (Tracy & Robins, 2007). Hubristic pride is pride in stable attributes of the global self (“I
am a perfect person”) and is correlated with narcissism, poor self-esteem, impulsiveness,
aggression, and poor self-control (e.g. Carver, Sinclair, & Johnson, 2010; Tracy & Robins,
2007). It is generally dysfunctional and tends to alienate others, and is described in theology as
the original and most damaging of the seven deadly sins. In contrast, authentic pride is based on
specific personal achievements which are attributed to internal, unstable, and controllable causes
such as effort. Authentic pride is positively associated with self-esteem, self-control, intrinsic
motivation, and conscientiousness, and seems much more likely to have positive consequences
(Carver et al., 2010; Tracy & Robins, 2007). Recently, Buechner, Pekrun, and Lichtenfeld
(2016) have broken down authentic pride into self-based pride, felt when one achieves a higher
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standard than one did in the past, and social-comparison-based pride, felt when one performs
better than specific others. It seems likely that the type of feedback (absolute vs. comparative)
which would provoke each type of pride, and post-pride feelings and actions, might vary
between these types. For instance, Buechner et al. suggest that social-comparison-based pride
might result in feelings of contempt for those bested, whereas self-based pride should further
enhance mastery motivation.
Pride provides a read-out of the current state of goal progress or goal success, as well as
motivating future adaptive behavior. Williams and DeSteno (2008) hypothesized that pride
could enhance persistence on tasks despite their short-term hedonic costs in the form of effort or
boredom. In two studies, they demonstrated that pride induced by positive feedback delivered
with praise enhanced persistence on a second task of a similar nature, did so over and above the
effects of self-efficacy, and did so more than a positive affect induction without the pride
treatment. Weidman, Tracy, and Elliot (2016) found that authentic pride was negatively related
to plans to change one’s approach to training or study in two longitudinal achievement contexts.
That is, high pride led to continued use of past successful strategies, while low pride triggered
changes in approach that resulted in greater subsequent performance among those who initially
performed more poorly. In a vignette study, Verbeke et al. (2004) found that sales people said
that feeling pride would increase their effort, self-efficacy, and use of adaptive selling strategies.
Pride also serves social purposes. The physical display of pride is easily recognised by
observers, expressed as an upright and expanded posture with the head tilted slightly back, a low
intensity smile, and hands on hips or up in the air. These physical displays convey to others the
higher relative status of the displayer and may indicate “who’s the boss” (Shariff & Tracy,
2009), thus helping to establish and clarify social hierarchies. Pride body language also allows
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observers to infer the displayer’s likely appraisals and thereby predict other values and
preferences of the individual showing pride. In particular, Horbert, Kraus, and Keltner (2013)
showed that brief exposure to an individual displaying pride caused observers to infer that the
individual was more self-interested and therefore that the individual more strongly supported a
meritocratic rather than an egalitarian system of reward distribution. While this study did not
focus on the employment context, clearly beliefs about reward systems and their fairness are
very important to employees.
Individuals seem to understand that excessive displays of pride may alienate others or
create envy, and therefore they regulate its display (Verbeke et al., 2004). In an article entitled,
“Don't Grin When You Win: The Social Costs of Positive Emotion Expression in Performance
Situations,” Kalokerinos, Greenaway, Pedder, and Margetts (2014) found that when pride was
based on winning against others, supressing overt displays of pride and joy was associated with
improved social outcomes (ratings of likability and desire for friendship) among observers.
Organizations may attempt to build employee pride by individual recognition as well as
collective celebrations. Pride is likely to be facilitated by competitive and individualistic reward
practices, the idealized influence and inspirational motivation dimensions of transformational
leadership, and performance-approach and mastery goals. While authentic pride may have
desirable outcomes for future motivation and achievement, hubristic pride may reduce prosocial
behavior and eventually degrade working relationships, as may excessive public displays of
pride.
Interest. Interest is sometimes listed as one of the basic emotions, and has even been
described as the most frequently experienced emotion (Silvia, 2006). It is one of the four
emotions at the heart of Fredrickson’s (1998) Broaden-and-Build theory. Interest has a critical
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function, being implicated in goal choice and self-regulation during goal pursuit (e.g. Sansone,
Weir, Harpster, & Morgan, 1992). Interest also motivates the development of competence, and
educational psychologists have extensively studied the critical role of interest in the learning
process (Renninger & Hidi, 2016). In the workplace, interest has been implicit in research on
intrinsic motivation and flow states as well as job redesign. On the whole, however, interest has
not attracted the amount of research it deserves given its likely role in motivation, engagement,
competency development, and personal well-being at work. Interest may be facilitated by job
redesign, the intellectual stimulation dimension of transformational leadership, mastery goals,
and person-job fit. Interest should facilitate learning and creativity, and over the long term the
frequent experience of interest at work should increase satisfaction with the work itself and (via
creativity) job success.
Gratitude. Gratitude occurs when one appreciates help received from another. It is rarely
studied in the workplace but is beginning to attract some attention. For instance, Fehr, Fulmer,
Awtrey, and Miller (2017) have proposed a three-level model of gratitude in organizations. They
describe episodic gratitude as occurring when a focal person appreciates an incident of help,
support, or other benefit voluntarily provided by another party for reasons perceived to be
benevolent. At a higher level, persistent gratitude is the stable tendency of a person to
experience gratitude and is learned from multiple instances of episodic gratitude. Finally, at the
highest level, collective gratitude occurs at the organizational level when feeling and expressing
gratitude become part of a shared culture.
Outside of the work context, Davis et al. (2016) and Dickens (2017) report meta-analyses
showing that interventions to increase the experience and expression of gratitude can have
positive effects on happiness, life satisfaction, and depression. Also in a non-work context,
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being the recipient of a relationship partner’s gratitude is associated with the relationship
growing stronger over time (Algoe, Fredrickson, & Gable, 2013). In the workplace, Cheng, Tsui,
and Lam (2015) found that keeping a twice weekly work-related gratitude journal reduced stress
and depressive symptoms in health care providers compared to no journal or a journal of hassles.
Spence, Brown, Keeping, and Lian (2014) assessed naturally occurring daily variations in felt
gratitude at work and found that they predicted daily citizenship behavior. Being the recipient of
gratitude also seems to be beneficial. Grant and Gino (2010) explored the effect of receiving
gratitude from the beneficiaries of one’s work or one’s supervisor, and documented a
motivational impact on fund-raisers. It seems likely that gratitude experiences at work would
encourage social bonds and increase satisfaction with the supervisor and coworkers, enhance
perceptions of psychological safety, and increase the likelihood of future prosocial behavior by
both the giver and the receiver.
Affection, love, admiration, respect, and compassion. Most workplaces are intensely
social, featuring vertical and horizontal relationships with other employees as well as
relationships with customers and suppliers. Positive social emotions experienced in connection
with these relationships deserve more attention. The need to belong by forming attachments
with other people is a powerful, pervasive, and fundamental human motivation, the satisfaction
of which is consistently associated with positive psychological and physiological outcomes, and
the frustration of which is often detrimental to well-being (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).
The positive organizational scholarship movement has emphasized, among other things,
the importance of high quality connections at work, be they brief contacts with others or
sustained supportive and respectful relationships (e.g. Dutton & Ragins, 2007; Heaphy & Dutton,
2008). While most of the small relatively amount of work on positive social emotions at work
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considers relatively stable relationships (e.g. leader-member exchange, workplace friendship
networks, mentoring, etc.), it is possible that more fleeting interpersonal affective events which
generate short term positive emotions are also important in creating longer term well-being. It is
time to go beyond the rather pallid chronic constructs of satisfaction with leaders and coworkers
to explore positive social emotions such as liking, love, respect, and admiration experienced in
connection with work activities.
There is very little research on feeling respect or admiration toward others, or on feeling
respected or admired by others. Grover (2014) has written about respect in organizations,
suggesting that is it relevant to understanding leadership, engagement, turnover, interactional
fairness, group dynamics, and reputation. Carmeli, Dutton, and Hardin (2015) have suggested
that “respectful engagement” with colleagues fosters creativity at least partly through positive
emotions such as appreciation and gratitude.
Admiration seems a useful, probably common, but almost entirely neglected positive
emotion in the workplace. Schindler, Zink, Windrich, and Menninghaus (2012) suggest that
admiration should have four action tendencies: to give praise to the admired party’s skills,
virtues, or accomplishments, to affiliate with the admired party, to internalize the values and
goals of the admired party, and to imitate the admired party. The long-term adaptive function of
admiration is to transmit knowledge and values through social learning. Evidence for selfexpansion as a consequence of admiration through the action tendency of emulation is provided
by Schindler, Paech, and Löwenbrück (2015).
Dutton, Workman, and Hardin (2014) make a case for the importance of compassion in
organizations. Compassion occurs when one person feels empathic concern/sympathy and
responds with altruistic caring to another who is suffering, clearly suggesting an emotionally
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charged interpersonal interaction between the giver and receiver of compassion. The outcomes
of compassionate action can be improved positive emotions for both giver and receiver.
Compassion may also trigger feelings of gratitude in the beneficiary.
Guilt. Guilt is a “moral emotion” felt when one becomes aware of having violated
important social norms. The action tendency for guilt is to engage in reparatory behavior such as
apologizing or changing one’s behavior to make amends. Ilies et al. (2013) demonstrated that
providing feedback to employees on their level of counterproductive work behavior induced
feelings of guilt, and that guilt fully mediated the relationship between feedback and subsequent
organizational citizenship behavior. In sum, drawing attention to falling short of a social norm
seems to be an effective way, though the emotion of guilt, to motivate employees to lift their
game.
Contempt. Contempt is beginning to receive attention from organizational scholars. It is
a social emotion involving “distancing expressions of superiority, condescension, disapproval,
and exclusion” which may be communicated verbally or by demeaning expressions such as eyerolling or raising one lip corner (Melwani & Barsade, 2011 pp. 503-504). “Contempt arises
when a person’s or group’s character is appraised as bad and unresponsive to change, leading to
attempts to socially exclude the target” (Fischer & Giner-Sorolla, 2016). The function of
contempt seems to be to increase social distance and reduce the social status of the recipient.
Contempt is organizationally relevant because it accompanies the judgement that another is
incompetent (Hutcherson & Gross, 2011), and the workplace offers many formal and informal
opportunities to compare performance or judge the competence of others. Being on the receiving
end of contempt can have severe effects. Gottman’s (1993) seminal work on marital stability vs.
breakdown implicated contempt (along with criticism, stonewalling, and defensiveness) as a key
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predictor of divorce. Melwani and Barsade (2011) present three laboratory studies
demonstrating that contemptuous (vs. angry vs. neutral) feedback reduced self-esteem and
caused recipients to work harder in subsequent rounds (unless they were of higher status than the
sender of contempt), to display more aggression toward the sender of contempt (unless they were
of lower status), and to experience reciprocal feelings of contempt toward the sender.
The expression of contempt is likely to be a common feature of bullying and abusive
supervision. However, looking down on another may also signal that the source of the emotional
display is of higher status and is more “leader-like.” Melwani, Mueller, and Overbeck (2012)
report three studies showing that displays of both contempt and compassion positively predicted
leader emergence. These emotions operate through viewer perceptions that the displayer is more
intelligent and therefore a closer match to the leader prototype. Note that the display of four
emotions that do not convey information about relative social status (anger, envy, admiration,
and love) did not predict leader emergence in these studies. Note also that these results may be
culture-bound if expectations of appropriate leader behavior vary.
It has been suggested that contempt from one employee toward another may be an
outcome of social-comparison-based pride (Buechner et al., 2016). However, Tse, Lam,
Lawrence, and Huang (2013) found that contempt from one co-worker to another can also be felt
when the co-workers have unequal leader-member exchange relationships with their shared
leader, regardless of whether the party feeling contemptuous has the better or the worse
relationship.
Anger. Anger has attracted more attention from organizational researchers than any other
negative emotion. A review of anger in organizations is offered by Gibson and Callister (2010),
so this section will be brief. Anger is a “basic” emotion. It is a common response to intentional
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mistreatment, injustice, goal blockage, or misbehavior by another person or entity. The action
tendency for anger is often to somehow attack the entity that is blamed, in an effort to retaliate or
put right the wrong (Lazarus, 1991).
Most research focus to date has been on the harmful effects of anger expression, from
incivility to violence and the destruction of relationships (Chervonsky & Hunt, 2017), but
functional and adaptive consequences are also possible. Anger expression may result in the
expresser being more likely to have his or her needs met and injustices brought to light and
remedied (e.g. Kirrane, O’Shea, Buckley, Grazi, & Prout, 2017; Lebel, 2017; Stickney &
Geddes, 2014). Anger may be suppressed, expressed in a controlled and lower intensity form
than the internal experience, or expressed authentically exactly as felt. Positive outcomes seem
most likely when the anger expression is perceptible but below the “impropriety threshold” set
by norms for that situation (Geddes & Callister, 2007). Anger also plays a role in negotiation,
influencing the behavior of both target and expresser (e.g. Allred et al., 1997; Van Kleef & Côté,
2007).
Boredom. Boredom is “the aversive experience of having an unfulfilled desire to be
engaged in a satisfying activity” (Fahlman, Mercer-Lynn, Flora, & Eastwood, 2013, p. 80) or
alternatively it is feeling unchallenged and perceiving one’s current activity as meaningless (Van
Tilburg & Igou, 2012). It is commonly experienced at work, even by white collar and
professional employees. The adaptive purpose of boredom is to motivate exploration and goal
change toward more rewarding activities when the current situation is not satisfying (Bench &
Lench, 2013), yet this may not be possible given the constraints of many work environments.
Bored employees may distract themselves with non-task-related thoughts, horseplay, gossip,
cyberloafing, or other unproductive activities, and boredom is associated with mind wandering
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and reduced performance on vigilance tasks. On the other hand, some bored employees seek
additional work or learning opportunities, engage in citizenship behavior, or when possible
manage their boredom by shifting between tasks. Reviews of boredom at work are available
from Cummings, Gao, and Thornburg (2016), Fisher (in press), and Loukidou, Loan-Clarke, and
Daniels (2009).
Envy, jealousy, and schadenfreude. Envy appears to be a common phenomenon in the
workplace, especially given a general human penchant for social comparison, the competitive
nature of many workplaces, and the necessary rationing of valuable rewards and status in
hierarchical organizations. Envy arises when another receives something one wants but does not
receive (e.g., a raise, a promotion, recognition, or any other tangible or intangible advantage),
possibly accompanied by the implicit loss of relative social status and perceptions of injustice.
There may be two forms of envy, malicious and benign, and in fact the Dutch language has
different words for these and no word for envy in general (Van de Ven, 2017).
Envy is considered to be one of the seven deadly sins, and it is generally not acceptable to
express this feeling publicly. Hence, those feeling envy may resort to covert actions in the form
of counter-productive work behavior aimed at the more favoured party such as undermining,
sabotage, lack of cooperation, or spreading rumours (Khan, Quratulain, & Bell, 2014; Viega, et
al., 2014). Malicious envy is especially likely to lead to dysfunctional efforts to tear down the
favoured party, whereas benign envy may lead to attempts to improve one’s own performance
toward the standard set by the favoured party (Van de Ven, 2017; Van de Ven et al., 2015). A
construct similar to malicious envy, jealousy, is negatively related to organizational citizenship
behavior (Wang & Sung, 2016).
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Schadenfreude is the positive emotion of feeling of pleasure in response to another’s
misfortune, failure, or suffering. It is considered in poor taste to share/display this emotion,
unless the misfortunate party clearly deserved their fate due to an unethical act, in which case the
social sharing of schadenfreude among observers may serve the purpose of reinforcing the norms
that were violated (Dasborough & Harvey, 2017).
Emotion Expression and Regulation
I have discussed a number of specific emotions that individuals may feel in the workplace.
However, individuals are not slaves to their emotions and often actively manage either what they
feel or what they express. The next sections discuss the means and outcomes of emotion
expression and regulation as they may play out at work.
Emotion Expression
The interpersonal effects of emotion depend on their display and interpretation by
interaction partners or observers. Van Kleef’s (2010) Emotions as Social Information (EASI)
model points out the key role of displayed emotions in communicating with others. One party’s
emotional display may almost automatically evoke the same or a related feeling in another party
via contagion, e.g. anger evokes anger or fear. Alternatively, one party’s emotional display may
induce a more systematic inference process in the other which results in the other experiencing
quite a different emotion and carefully choosing a response accordingly. An example of the
second process, inference, might be that a display of happiness from a negotiation partner is
interpreted as meaning that no further concessions are needed (see Van Kleef, 2014, for more
examples). Whether automatic or inferential processes predominate in a given exchange is
hypothesized to depend on factors such as the inappropriateness and intensity of the emotional
display and the motivation to engage in careful information processing.
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Further evidence for the social influence of expressed emotions comes from research on
emotion cycles or spirals, as described by Hareli and Rafaeli (2008). Expressed emotions
influence targets of those emotions as well as observers, and may elicit a range of emotions and
behaviors in return that subsequently influence the initial displayer. Groth and Grandey (2012)
describe how service provider – customer interactions can turn into negative exchange spirals.
Andersson and Pearson’s (1999) classic piece, “Tit for Tat? The Spiralling Effect of Incivility in
the Workplace,” describes similar spirals among peers. More recently, Foulk, Woolum, and Erez
(2016) published “Catching Rudeness is Like Catching a Cold: The Contagion Effects of Lowintensity Negative Behaviors.” While cognitive explanations play a role in these phenomena,
there can be little question that experienced and expressed emotions would also be heavily
involved in escalating cycles of incivility or rudeness.
Expressing positive emotions is generally beneficial for social outcomes (Chervonsky &
Hunt, 2017), with the possible exception of expressing too much pride (Kalokerinos et al., 2014).
Expressing or sharing affective events and associated feelings with one or more coworkers can
also have intrapersonal effects on the expresser. One study found that sharing positive work
events and feelings with others almost always amplified positive feelings, while sharing negative
work events and feelings mitigated negative feelings in 70% of cases (Hadley, 2014).
Emotion Regulation
Individuals often try to regulate their emotions to make themselves feel better by downregulating negative emotions and up-regulating positive emotions. Because emotions also
communicate to others (e.g. Van Kleef, 2014), have social impacts, and can feed or moderate
emotional spirals in dyads (Hareli & Rafaeli, 2008), individuals may also be motivated to control
the emotions they display to others. A flood of research on emotion regulation was unleashed by
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Gross’ seminal (1998) review, in which he presented the Process Model of Emotion Regulation.
The model explains how emotions emerge over time and the points at which different emotions
regulation strategies may be used, either prior to the experience of a potential emotion or after
the emotion is already being felt. Emotions are reactions to current situations, so early regulation
opportunities occur in the selection or modification of situations to change the likelihood of a
particular emotional experience occurring in the first place. For instance, one might choose to
skip a meeting likely to induce boredom. In the next stage, attention deployment may be used to
direct attention toward specific aspects of the situation or to distract one’s focus away from
distressing elements, so the emotion is not experienced or is less intense. A bored meeting
attendee might choose to doodle or plan their weekend rather than pay attention to the discussion
in progress. In addition, cognitive change, most often reappraisal, may be used to change the
meaning of the situation in the desired direction. In this strategy, the attendee may convince
themselves that the topic of the meeting is important and relevant to them so they feel less bored.
Finally, response modulation involves attempting to regulate the display and action tendencies
associated with the emotion being experienced. The bored meeting attendee might inhibit their
desire to yawn or fidget and instead pretend to be paying attention.
There is a very large literature on emotion regulation strategies in clinical and social
psychology. The vast majority of this literature focuses on the down-regulation of negative
emotions. Meta-analyses suggest that activities that distract attention from a negative affective
state are generally effective in improving affect. Problem-focused coping responses which
modify the situation are also helpful, as are attempts to reappraise the situation so it appears less
negative (Aldao, 2010; Augustine & Hemenover, 2009; Chervonsky & Hunt, 2017; Webb,
Miles, & Sheeran, 2012).
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Diefendorff, Richard, and Yang (2008) explored the strategies that employees said they
used to regulate negative emotions at work. The most frequent emotions triggering the need to
regulate were annoyance, frustration, and anger. The most commonly used strategies were
seeking out individuals that make one feel good, keeping busy working on other things, doing
something enjoyable, trying to solve the problem, finding humour in the situation, and thinking
about how the other person feels. The least used strategies were avoiding a situation that will
cause bad feelings and leaving the situation, perhaps because these are often not available
options given the constraints and expectations of work roles.
Emotion down-regulation and suppression. Suppression is the active inhibition of the
experience or expression of an emotion that is being felt. A recent meta-analysis concluded that,
“greater suppression of emotion was significantly associated with poorer social well-being,
including more negative first impressions, lower social support, lower social satisfaction and
quality, and poorer romantic relationship quality (Chervonsky & Hunt, 2017, p. 669;).
Suppression requires effort and consumes resources that might otherwise be available for task
performance. The rationales for the negative impact of surface acting on well-being involve the
costs of suppression and resulting inauthenticity and emotional dissonance between what is felt
and what is displayed to customers. Two field studies of the naturally occurring use of emotion
suppression during the pursuit of personally important goals showed that suppression reduced
future goal effort, goal competence, and goal success. Suppression was also associated with
subsequent negative moods and lowered social support, suggesting that frequent or sustained
suppression may not generally be a desirable strategy for employees (Low, Overall, Hammond,
& Girme, 2017).
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On the other hand, there clearly is a role for occasional suppression of emotional displays
in the interest of getting along in a complex social world. As mentioned before, partial
suppression of anger displays to remain below the impropriety threshold is socially beneficial
(Geddes & Callister, 2007). Part of the supervisor’s role is to help subordinates regulate their
emotions, and suppression may be a tactic they suggest. One study showed that when an
empathic supervisor (“I understand your justified anger at what someone else has done to you”)
recommended a suppression strategy (“let’s put it behind us, think positively, and put your
considerable skills to work”) following an unfair event, employee stress was minimized (Thiel,
Griffith, & Connelly, 2015).
Emotion up-regulation – rumination and savoring. Another form of regulating
experienced emotions involves intentionally amplifying their intensity or duration. Generally
individuals seek pleasure and avoid pain, so the up-regulation of positive emotions, should be
more common than the up-regulation of negative ones. However, a disproportionate share of
research has concentrated on the latter in the form of rumination (Smith & Alloy, 2009).
Rumination is persistently thinking about a negative event or feeling, its causes, and the distress
one is experiencing in consequence. It is strongly implicated in the development of depression
and anxiety disorders (Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 2008; Olatunji, NaragonGainey, & Wolitzky-Taylor, 2013). On a smaller scale, replaying negative work events has also
been shown to be harmful. Wang et al. (2013) found that post-work rumination about being
mistreated by customers predicted negative mood the next morning. They suggested that
organizations should help their employees avoid rumination by encouraging them to engage in
mastery activities after work (e.g. hobbies, volunteer work) as well as training them in service
recovery and enhancing perceived organizational support.
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Quoidbach, Mikolajczak, and Gross (2015) point out a huge recent boom in research on the
up-regulation of positive emotions such as joy, pride, excitement, and awe, with the aim of
increasing life happiness. Positive interventions aimed at this purpose will be discussed further
in a later section of this paper. One way to up-regulate positive emotions is called savoring –
more or less the opposite of rumination. “Savoring involves the self-regulation of positive
feelings, most typically generating, maintaining, or enhancing positive affect by attending to
positive experiences from the past, present, or future” (Bryant, Chadwick, & Kluwe, 2011 p.
108). Individuals can savor positive emotions by consciously focusing on feelings about a
pleasant event as it is unfolding in real time, by reminiscing about positive feelings, activities,
and accomplishments from the past, and by thinking about and anticipating future positive
feelings. Savoring helps intensify, prolong or reactivate positive emotional experiences and
therefore helps individuals more fully reap the benefits of positive affect. Self-reported savoring
of positive emotions is positively related to positive affect and to resilience, as would be
predicted by Fredrickson’s Broaden-and-Build model (Sharna, Desiree, & Stephen, 2015).
Instructions to reminisce about a positive event 10 minutes per day for a week increased the
percent of time people felt happy (Bryant, Smart, & King, 2005). There is also evidence that
savoring has beneficial effects on cortisol (a physiological marker of stress) and activates regions
of the brain involved in processing rewards and positive emotions (Speer & Delgado, 2017).
Savoring seems beneficial but may be under-used. In an article entitled, “It Ain’t Over ‘Til
It’s Over,” Schall, Goetz, Martiny, and Hall (2017) report three studies showing that individuals
are cautious about savoring interim successes on the road to a final goal. Savoring of interim
accomplishments was inhibited by worries about the tasks yet to come or the belief that
celebrating too soon would undermine, or at least not facilitate, future motivation and success.
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Intentional savoring was more likely to occur after the entire task was completed to an above
average standard, though individuals did not go so far as to actively suppress positive feelings
about interim accomplishments. Schall et al. (2017) suggest that there may be motivational and
well-being benefits from taking greater advantage of opportunities to savor while tasks are still in
progress.
The Future of Research on Emotions at Work
It seems likely that emotions will continue to attract considerable research attention from
organizational scholars. The methods used and sophistication of research questions have
developed over time, as discussed briefly below. A particular arena for future research is the
study of positive emotions, including the design of effective interventions to enhance positive
emotions at work.
Methods for Studying Emotions at Work
Studying emotions is often best served by methods which permit the assessment of
situations/events, emotions, cognitions, and behavior in real time. Fortunately, experience
sampling (Fisher & To, 2012) and diary methods are available to capture within-person
processes and enable the study of emotional dynamics over short periods of time. Advances in
technology have made these methods much more accessible and they have been widely adopted
(e.g. Beal, 2015; Mehl & Conner, 2011). Repeated measures also allow the investigation of
emotional processes that go beyond the immediate experience of a “hot” emotion to somewhat
delayed effects, such as next morning affect or recovery (e.g. Wang et al., 2013). One might
expect that the experience of particularly intense emotions (e.g. strong anger, fear, or joy) would
last well beyond the relatively brief physiological response. Thinking about an affective event
and how one felt (rumination or savoring) is also likely to prolong or reactivate the emotion and
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increase the duration of its effect. We know little about when and why individuals use
rumination or savoring at work, though it is probably quite common. Continued use of
experience sampling and diary methods to study these and other within-person emotional
processes over time is recommended.
A novel approach is even more fine grained and may be useful for some laboratory studies
of emotions. Continuous rating assessment (CRA) involves participants using a slider to indicate
what they were feeling or thinking several times per second as they review a recent affective
event on videotape. CRA permits the capture of responses to micro-events within events, e.g.
when a call center customer turns from pleasant to rude or back, or when deep acting becomes
surface acting. This allows for assessing the time dynamics and topology of change in real time,
as well as assessing the effects of peak, valley, and end states on perceptions of an affective
event as a whole (Gabriel & Diefendorff, 2015; Gabriel, Diefendorff, Bennett, & Sloan, 2017).
Consequences of Emotions at Work
The field has moved away from a knee-jerk view of the effects of emotions via their action
tendencies to a more sophisticated, nuanced, and contingent view of how emotions contribute to
behavior. Scholars are building theory involving mediators and moderators of the processes by
which emotions have effects. We are also coming to understand the ways in which emotions of
either valence can have symmetric or asymmetric consequences depending on a host of
individual and situational factors. Such sophisticated thinking should continue. One example is
a conceptual piece by Tai et al., (2012), who theorize about how interpersonal behavior and job
performance may be impacted by feelings of envy, contingent upon attributes of the perceiver,
the target, and the surrounding organizational context. Envy leads to attempts to relieve
discomfort and restore balance by getting even or by getting ahead. That is, individuals may act
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to undermine the targets of their envy, or alternatively view them as a challenging role model
and strive to emulate their success. Tai et al. (2012) suggest that less undermining and greater
performance will occur when perceiver core self-evaluations are high, the target of envy is seen
as both warm and competent, and organizational support is high.
Another example of sophisticated thinking about the contingent effects of discrete
emotions is provided by Conroy, Becker, and Menges (2016). They hypothesized and
investigated the effects of feelings of anger, guilt, and pride on turnover intentions as a function
of relative strength of organizational and occupational identification. Anger, guilt, and pride
were negatively associated with turnover intentions when organizational identification was high
and positively related when organizational identification was low, and these effects were
moderated by occupational identification. They concluded that “when identifications are
considered, the effects of discrete emotions can differ among emotions with similar valence (e.g.
anger and guilt), and be similar for emotions with different valence (e.g., guilt and pride)”
(Conroy et al., 2016, p. 1087).
Positive Emotion Interventions
I have made the case that a number of discrete emotions of both valences should attract
more attention from organizational scholars, and that positive emotions are the most
understudied in the workplace. While not all positive emotions produce positive organizational
outcomes, and some negative emotions can produce beneficial effects, on the whole an increase
in the experience of positive emotions at work should be beneficial for employee well-being and
probably will produce positive consequences for organizations as well, whether directly or via
employee well-being (Lyubomirsky et al., 2005; Tenney, Poole, & Diener, 2016). Writing in
Psychological Bulletin, Quoidbach et al. (2015, p. 655) conclude that, “There is now strong
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evidence that positive emotions are worth cultivating, not only as ends in themselves but also as
a means of achieving success and psychological growth, improved mental and physical health,
more satisfying and lasting social and marital relationships, and even positive societal changes.”
In the workplace, we know that naturally occurring daily variation in positive emotions is
related to concurrent desirable outcomes such as engagement (Ouweneel, Le Blanc, Schaufeli, &
Van Wijhe, 2012), creativity (e.g. To, Fisher, Ashkanasy, & Rowe, 2012), and citizenship
behavior (e.g. Ilies, Scott, & Judge, 2006), to name just a few. Over time, more frequent positive
emotions should cumulate to influence individual attitudes, group affective tone, and
organizational affective climate. It seems reasonable for organizations and individuals to try to
increase the occurrence of positive emotions at work. Guidance on how this might be
accomplished has been taken from the explosion of research on “positive interventions” designed
to increase happiness in general. Reviews of this work conclude that while it is relatively
difficult to create consistent and sustained increases in overall life happiness, perhaps due to
genetic set points or adaptation level phenomena, modest change can occur with effort and the
regular use of happiness-enhancing activities (Bolier et al., 2013; Sheldon, Boehm, &
Lyubomirsky, 2013; Sin & Lyubomirsky, 2009). The most effective positive interventions seem
to target three pathways to building happiness: increasing positive emotions, increasing
engagement, and increasing meaning (Parks & Layous, 2016; Parks, Schueller, & Tasimi, 2013).
All three of these are potentially manipulable and relevant at work.
The observation by Spreitzer, Sutcliffe, Dutton, Sonenshein, and Grant in 2005 that more is
known about reducing stress and disease than about cultivating thriving at work is still true.
Admittedly, “bad is stronger than good” (Baumeister et al., 2001), and most interventions to date
have been aimed at helping employees manage negative emotions in chronically stressful jobs
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(e.g., Buruck, Dorfel, Kugler, & Brom, 2016; Cheng et al., 2015). However, there have been
some reports of interventions design specifically to increase positive emotional states among
employees, with mixed to modest success. Meyers, Van Woerkom, and Bakker (2013) provide a
narrative review of 15 varied positive organizational interventions. Most interventions had a
beneficial impact on at least one positively toned affective outcome and some interventions
reduced stress, though only few reduced negative affect.
Gratitude treatments seem to be the most consistently effective in the general life happiness
literature as well as in organizational applications to date (Winslow, Kaplan, Bradley-Geist,
Lindsey, Ahmad, & Hargrove, 2017). Fehr et al. (2016) suggest that organizations can enhance
the experience of gratitude by adopting peer-recognition programs which encourage employees
to express gratitude to others in the organization, by increasing contact with the beneficiaries of
employees’ work who may express gratitude, and by providing supportive feedback and
mentoring so that employees feel gratitude towards the organization or their supervisor.
Neumeier, Brook, Ditchburn, and Sckopke (2017) found that two on-line daily programs were
equally effective in increasing overall and work-related well-being compared to a wait-listed
control group. The successful conditions were a gratitude treatment and another based on
Seligman’s (2011) five component approach to well-being emphasizing positive emotions,
engagement/interest in life activities requiring one’s strengths, satisfying personal relationships,
meaning, and accomplishment/mastery. Another study compared a gratitude intervention to a
social connectedness intervention (exhortations to talk to a colleague personally rather than send
an email, or go to coffee with them) and found that both reduced sickness-related absence and
that the gratitude intervention increased positive affective well-being. However, the social
connectedness intervention did not increase positive affect, and neither intervention reduced
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negative affect (Kaplan, Bradley-Geist, et al., 2014). Winslow et al. (2017) compared a waitlisted control group to a workplace gratitude intervention to a group which alternated gratitude
with a social connectedness activity. Neither intervention was effective across the board, though
individual differences in agreeableness, conscientiousness, and tenure moderated the effect of the
gratitude intervention on some outcomes.
Bono, Glomb, Shen, Kim, and Koch (2013) assessed the effect of a positive daily
reflection intervention (write about three good things that happened today) on well-being in the
evening. While effects were small, they were significant, with stress and health complaints
being lower on evenings following positive reflections. A similar intervention was ineffective in
a study by Meier, Cho, and Dumani (2016). Likewise, a half day training program intended to
enhance job crafting was unsuccessful in building employee positive affect (Van den Heuval,
Demerouti, & Peeters, 2015), and several other studies have found quite small or nonsignificant
effects of positive interventions (e.g. Meier et al., 2016; Muller, Heiden, Herbig, Poppe, &
Angerer, 2016).
While meta-analyses have confirmed that positive interventions can be somewhat effective
in alleviating depression and increasing life happiness among those who embrace this goal,
convincing evidence of the effectiveness, lasting impact, and utility of specific positive
emotional interventions in the workplace is still insufficient to guide practice. It is unclear what
the most effective interventions might be, whether they work equally well for everyone, whether
there is a need to regularly change the intervention/activities to avoid hedonic adaptation, and
what the optimal frequency might be (Lyubomirsky, Sheldon, & Schkade, 2005).
Perhaps organizational scholars have been too eager to adopt interventions designed to
counter depression and increase well-being in a general population. Such add-on interventions
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may be seen as irrelevant or inappropriate in the workplace. For instance, Winslow et al. (2017)
found that more conscientious employees reported reductions in positive emotions following the
positive intervention, perhaps seeing it as a waste of time which took attention away from “real
work.” Another caution about positive interventions concerns the right of organizations to
attempt to “mess with” their employees’ minds. Some positive interventions, unless entirely
voluntary, would fall outside the normal psychological contract of exchange between employee
and employer and could even be seen as attempts at brain-washing. Especially problematic are
organizationally sponsored interventions that recommend unpaid off-the-job activities such as
undertaking non-job-related mastery activities or encouraging positive work-related reflection in
the evening (Wang, et al., 2013).
Research on positive emotions in organizations in particular may offer insights into less
contrived interventions which may be more effective for normally well-adjusted adults in the
workplace. Research by Amabile and Kramer (2007; 2011) provides some suggestions. They
analyzed employee diary reports of one major (affective) event per day to discover the correlates
of happy days vs bad days. They found that happy days were characterized by perceived progress
and accomplishment on meaningful work tasks, and bad days by setbacks on tasks. They
concluded that the most useful managerial activities to build a positive “inner worklife” (positive
emotions, beliefs, and motivation) among employees were to assure clear and achievable goals
which enabled small wins on meaningful work tasks, to remove roadblocks, and to treat
employees with genuine care, consideration, and appreciation. Returning to the list of oftenignored positive emotions at work discussed earlier in this chapter, the meaningful work and
achievable short-term goals Amabile and Kramer (2007; 2011) recommend should enhance
interest, authentic pride, and the opportunity to savor past and current successes. Ohly and
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Schmitt (2015) developed a taxonomy of positive and negative work events that is quite
consistent with Amabile and Kramer’s suggestions. They found that 92% of positive affective
events reported by employees could be clustered into three categories related to goal
attainment/solving a problem/task-related success, praise and positive feedback, and social
competence. Thirty nine percent of negative work events had to do with goal blockages or
technical difficulties with work equipment. These findings corroborate the importance of
perceived and recognized performance for positive vs negative emotions at work (Fisher, 2008).
Interventions aimed at perceptions of progress and competence might be more effective in
building positive emotions in the workplace than those aimed at gratitude. They are also more
likely to be seen as legitimate by employees, and to enhance performance directly as well as
indirectly via employee well-being. Research is needed to develop, test, and compare different
types of positive interventions suited to the workplace context.
At the organizational level, affective climate could be a focus of attention. Parke and Seo
(2017) discuss how organizations might create affective climates that encourage the actual
experience and authentic display of positive emotions, or that permit the experience and
authentic display of both positive and negative emotions. These climates are hypothesized to be
generally better for a range of performance outcomes than those which focus on negative
emotions exclusively, or on the suppression of authentic emotions in order to provide
organizationally mandated displays.
Conclusions
The experience of discrete emotions of both positive and negative valence is endemic to
the workplace. The unique appraisal patterns and action tendencies associated with each
emotion gives these affective phenomena explanatory power beyond that provided by moods. A
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wide variety of different emotions exist, and a great many of them are likely to be experienced in
the workplace. A theme throughout this chapter has been the relative dearth of research and
importance accorded to positive emotions compared to negative emotions. Granted, negative
emotions are more likely to trigger specific action in an attempt to remedy a situation in which
personal interests are at risk, and negative emotions probably have clearer immediate
implications for behavior at work. Nevertheless, positive emotions, their effects, and their
cultivation represent a useful field for future research enquiry with the very real possibility of
improving quality of life in organizations as well as organizational outcomes. In this regard,
interventions targeted more specifically to workplace realities and priorities may be more
effective than those borrowed from the general positive psychology literature.
Several topics relevant to emotions in organizations were not addressed in this chapter
due to lack of space, but it seems imprudent to close without mentioning their potential effects.
One topic involves individual differences in emotional competencies or emotional intelligence
which may have both intrapersonal effects on how individuals feel and react to affective events
as well as interpersonal effects on how they relate to others. While there are still debates about
measurement and overlap with existing constructs, emotional intelligence does predict
organizationally important outcomes such as performance, conflict resolution, attitudes, and
leadership (e.g. Joseph, Jin, Newman, & O'Boyle, 2015; Miao, Humphrey, & Qian, 2017;
Schlaerth, Ensari, & Christian, 2013; Walter, Cole, & Humphrey, 2011). A related issue is the
existence of trait forms of many emotions including anger, boredom, fear, anxiety,
contemptuousness, gratitude, and pride. Trait tendencies reflect the greater likelihood of some
people experiencing particular emotions, or experiencing them more intensely, given any reason
to do so. Measures of a number of these trait emotional tendencies have been developed.
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Individual differences in emotional intelligence and traits may have relevance for employee
selection as well as responsiveness to particular affective events or interventions. In short, there
is much to be learned about discrete emotions at work, and much to be gained from the effort to
do so.
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